Observations of Linked Plant Virus Particles
SUMMARY Two types of plant virus particles, sugar :beet yellows virus and pea early-browning virus, show nucleocapsids joined by cross bridges when viewed in the electron microscope. Sugar beet yellows virus particles preferentially aggregate in pairs which are joined by up to ten cross bridges originating from a morphologically different end of the virus particle. The long virus particles of pea early-browning infections were found to possess crystalline aggregates in the plant cytoplasm and many of ttie virus particles were linked by cross bridges extending the whole length of the virus particle.
During routine examination of plants infected with sugar beet yellows virus (SBYV) or pea early-browning virus (PEBV) with the aid of electron microscopy, it was observed that the above virus particles were linked by cross bridges. Specimens of SBYV were prepared for the electron microscope from infected Claytonia perfoliata D using methylamine tungstate as the negative stain (Hitchborn & Hills, 1965; Faberg6 & Oliver, 1974) . Leaf tissue of Pisum sativum cv. infected with PEBV was fixed with 2% glutaraldehyde in cacodylate buffer, washed and postfixed with I ~o osmic acid using the same buffer. The specimens were then dehydrated in alcohols containing uranyl acetate, embedded in Spurr's Resin (Spurr, 1969) sectioned and stained with lead acetate (Millonig, 196I) . Specimens were examined in either an Associated Electrical Industries EM 6B or a Siemens Elmiskop I a electron microscope.
Micrographs were recorded at a nominal instrumental magnification of 3oooo, where the magnification was calibrated from a diffraction grating replica.
The SBYV particle is a loose helical structure of about 1250 nm long and IO nm diam. with a hollow axial centre (Brandes & Wetter, 1959 ) and a helical pitch of 3"4 to 3"7 nm (Horne et al. 1959; Varma et al. 1968; Bar-Joseph & Hull, 1974) . Our studies showed that when specimens of SBYV were examined in the electron microscope the majority of virus particles were observed in pairs which were clearly attached by cross bridges originating from a different structural region located at one end of the virus particle ( Fig. I a, b) . Measurements from the electron micrographs showed the virus particles to be 139o + 66 nm with the length of the morphologically different end portion being 83 _+ 2 nm. The pitch of the helix of the SBYV particle determined from optical diffractograms (Horne& Markham, 1973) was 3"45 nm, while the end portion was 4"05 nm. The pairs of SBYV particles were joined by up to Io cross bridges 8"9 nm apart such that the extreme ends of the virus particles were adjacent.
The occurrence of bridged, paired, flexuous rod-shaped plant virus particles showing cross bridging in specific regions has not been previously reported. This may be due to the use of reactive negative stains in earlier experiments during specimen preparation of the virus. It is possible that during purification of SBYV the 83 nm end portion was removed, as the length of purified virus was previously reported as being 125o to t27o nm (Brandes & Wetter, I959; Horne et al. 1959) while in crude extracts from plants the predominant length was 139o nm. In sections of plants infected with SBYV (Cronshaw et al. 1966 ) neither pairing of the virus nor a change in morphology along the particle was observed. However, groups of parallel virus particles with one end inserted into the cell wall were considered a common feature (Esau et aL 1966) . Preferential end aggregation or attachment would oo22-t317/79/oooo-3662 $o2.oo ~) 1979 SGM The virus particles associated with PEBV infection are straight, tubular, 2I nm wide and are of two p r e d o m i n a n t lengths IO5 nm and 215 nm (Gibbs & Harrison, I964; Harrison, I966). In sections of PEBV infected tissue only the long particles are seen arranged in a paracrystalline array with their ends parallel to neighbouring filaments. A feature of the crystals is that some virus particles are joined to neighbouring particles by cross bridges (Fig. I c) . The cross bridges extend the whole length of the PEBV particle and are spaced at i t nm intervals. Linked particles are common throughout the aggregate but links cannot be seen on single particles even adjacent to the aggregate.
No function has yet been assigned to the morphologically different end piece of the SBYV particle and the cross bridges between particles of SBYV or PEBV and one can only speculate at this stage as to their function. It is possible that they form a preferential attachment point or a precursor in the assembly of the virus. In the case of the SBYV particle the geometry of the main helix and the helical end piece of the particle are different, where either the end is composed of a different protein from the main structure of the virus particle, or it is a different aggregation state of the same protein. It is not yet known if the end piece is necessary or has a role during infection. It would appear from sectioned tissue infected with PEBV that the linked particles forming aggregates can be seen. Moreoever, the present studies suggest that no aggregates were present which did not contain linked particles. Tobacco rattle virus, which is morphologically similar in cross section to PEBV but has different length particles (Nixon & Harrison, I959), does not appear to exhibit the linked particles when observed in sectioned material (Harrison & Roberts, I968; Kitajima & Costa, 1969) . The linking together of SBYV and PEBV has not been observed in other classes of similar filamentous or rod-shaped particles and requires further investigation. Paired particles with links are preserved by methylamine tungstate but are not seen in specimens contrasted with uranyl acetate, uranyl formate, pH 6"5 atnmonium molybdate or pH 6. 4 potassium phosphotungstate. However, specimens made with water rather than a negative stain, and contrasted by metal shadowing, showed paired virus particles. It is evident that the pairing of SBYV particles is easily disrupted by some negative stains. Perhaps other delicate structures may also be resolved in the electron microscope if methylamine tungstate is used during specimen preparation.
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